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Dr. Rodney Ho
Milo Gibaldi Endowed Professor  

in the School of Pharmacy

KEEPING PATIENTS SAFE AND MAKING THEIR DRUGS 

MORE EFFECTIVE. That’s the heart of my work at the UW. 

And after 20 years on the job, I can say with confidence that I 

found the best place in the world to get it done.

The shortcoming of a lot of drugs isn’t the drug itself. It’s 

getting the correct dose to exactly the right place so it’s most 

effective. Once a drug goes into the body, it’s not unusual for 

10 percent or less to actually end up where it needs to go. But 

if too much is delivered, it can be toxic. So the shortest road to 

drug safety and effectiveness is to solve that puzzle. How, for 

instance, do you get a drug into the lymphatic system instead 

of just into the blood? It’s a complex problem where biology, 

translational science, and drug delivery must intersect — all 

these disciplines must come together to pinpoint a solution.

There’s a convergence and integration of these specialties, to 

develop more effective and safer medicine, here at the UW. It 

doesn’t matter if you’re an established investigator or a young 

researcher just starting your career. Across campus, people 

listen and pay attention to great ideas. That’s not surprising 

given that the Northwest is known for its independent 

thinking and collaboration. A culture like this allows us all to 

be creative, look for partnerships, and bounce ideas around. 

We’re thinking outside the box and considering new ideas and 

approaches to solving tough challenges. Add to this mix the 

generosity of private, corporate, and federal support, and you 

see why the UW is an exciting place to be. 

When I joined the University, it was the up-and-coming 

research institution. Just last year, federally funded research 

here totaled more than $1 billion, reaffirming our position 

as a global research leader. Throughout my long career, I’ve 

contributed to the school’s growth and helped countless 

students go on to make significant contributions to healthier 

lives for those in the community. 

Just as donors are making sure work like this carries on, I am 

committed to helping younger generations of researchers 

reach their potential and tackle the next wave of challenges 

we’ll face. I can’t think of a better way to invest all the 

resources the UW has to offer. 

Thank you,

All these gifts and opportunities stretched me outside my 

comfort zone, and gave me greater perspective about what 

I’m capable of doing as a young alum. I’m proud to be a 

small part of what makes this University great. It would be 

a shame not to stay connected to something so significant. 

That’s why I started the Costco Legacy Scholarship Fund 

during my last quarter at the UW. Now we Costco Scholars 

support other promising students and carry on the legacy  

of Jeff Brotman and Jim Sinegal. 

I like to think that by creating our own legacy, we’re passing 

on this opportunity to someone else and we’re saying  

“thank you” in a powerful way.

Thank you,

        

Crystal Wade (’08)
Costco Diversity Scholar

Founder of the Costco Legacy Scholarship Fund

GIVING BACK TO THE UW DOES SO MUCH MORE THAN 

HELP PAY A TUITION BILL. IT CHANGES LIVES. I know 

this firsthand, because my scholarship from the UW helped 

me reach my goals, follow my dreams, and prepare me for 

life after graduation. My studies led me to where I am today: 

helping underrepresented people gain financial literacy  

skills. I hope to work one day for a research think tank 

addressing this topic.

Now it’s my turn. For me, donating to the University is a 

responsibility and also a privilege. I’m giving back to students 

who deserve the same chance I had. 

I always knew I would go to college. Knowing my family 

wasn’t able to afford it, I had to find my own way to pay. 

Receiving a Costco Scholarship completely transformed me  

and my UW experience. 

Instead of being consumed with worries about finances,  

I discovered a whole new world. I worked less and had  

time to conduct research with faculty, get involved with 

student organizations in the Business and Economic 

Development Center at the Foster School of Business, and 

counsel local high school students as a Young Executives  

of Color mentor. I studied abroad, served as an officer for  

UW Women in Business, and volunteered in the community. 

The ripple effect from these experiences: I found my passions 

for financial literacy, economic development, and public  

policy. Tapping into a supportive community of friends and 

mentors was icing on the cake. 

DENTISTRY, PHARMACY, AND LAW HAVE THE THREE HIGHEST 

PARTICIPATION RATES OF ALUMNI WHO DONATED TO THE  

UW DURING FISCAL YEAR 2008-2009.

For a detailed list of alumni participation by school, go to page 58.

322
STUDENTS

Over the last decade, the Costco Scholarship Fund  

has raised more than $10 million to help 322 students 

attend the University of Washington. 
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Dr. Ho passes on his enthusiasm for pharmacy research to one of his grad students. As a young alumni, Crystal is making it possible for the next generation 
of Costco Diversity Scholars to attend college. 
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